Two commonly held beliefs about the relationship between unipolar depression (major depressive disorder) and bipolar disorder are being challenged by a converging body of research from a variety of disciplines including epidemiology, psychopathology and molecular genetics. The first assumption is that recurrent major depressive disorder and bipolar disorder are clear-cut and easily separable diagnostic entities. The second is that there is no difference in the symptom profile of unipolar vs. bipolar depression. Recent evidence, including the work of Mitchell and colleagues1 (this issue), suggests that we may need to acknowledge that both of these assumptions are no longer correct. This is not merely a matter of academic interest but has potentially far-reaching implications for the clinical assessment and management of large numbers of patients with depression worldwide.

Several recent epidemiological and psychopathological studies have found that manic symptoms, occurring at an intensity and duration just below the DSM-IV diagnostic threshold for a diagnosis of hypomania, are relatively common in patients who experience recurrent episodes of depression that are presumed to be ‘unipolar’2–6. As a consequence, it appears likely that there will be a slightly broader definition of hypomania — and therefore bipolar disorder — within DSM-5 (www.dsm5.org). This means that a substantial proportion of patients currently diagnosed as having major depressive disorder may qualify for a bipolar disorder diagnosis. It is easy to see that this shift in diagnostic category will have major implications for the way in which we approach the assessment, diagnosis and management of large numbers of patients presenting for help with recurrent depressive symptoms. It may present particular challenges within primary care, with many general practitioners holding a view that diagnosing bipolar disorder goes beyond their remit. Indeed, some general practitioners may already feel that manifestations of bipolar disorder beyond ‘classic’ (type I) bipolar disorder are not valid as clinical entities.7

Mitchell and colleagues present an elegant comparison of the clinical course and symptom profile of bipolar vs. unipolar depression from a large genetic study of bipolar disorder.7 In line with several similar reports,8–10 they find that, as well as many similarities, there are also subtle differences between the clinical syndromes of unipolar and bipolar depression. These differences include symptoms such as higher rates of psychomotor retardation, greater difficulty thinking, more early morning awakening, more morning worsening of mood and more frequent psychotic symptoms in bipolar depression relative to unipolar depression.11 A possible limitation of Mitchell et al’s study is that participants were required to report in retrospect the profile of their depressive symptoms occurring during their worst-ever depressive episode, something that is obviously open to recall bias. Nevertheless, there exists a growing body of research suggesting that we need to develop and test diagnostic approaches to bipolar disorder which go beyond merely screening for a history of hypomania or mania. The key point is that not all depressions are the same and that detailed features of the depressive episode itself can contribute to accurately assessing the clinical picture.

Furthermore, the relatively broad DSM diagnostic criteria for a major depressive episode may in recent years have led to many individuals who experienced depressive symptoms on only one occasion being diagnosed with depression when in fact adjustment disorder could be regarded as the more appropriate diagnosis. As pointed out by Kraepelin (and re-stated recently in Goodwin & Jamison’s classic text on manic–depressive illness12), recurrent depression may be nosologically separate from a single lifetime episode of depression and much more closely related to a spectrum of bipolar disorders.

One of the most important clinical implications of differentiating bipolar from unipolar depression during episodes of depression and before an episode of hypomania/mania has occurred or been recognised relates to the possibility of an earlier and more accurate index of suspicion of bipolar disorder (that is, ensuring bipolar disorder is accorded appropriate weighting within the differential diagnosis and taken into account in the management plan). We know that many patients with bipolar disorder are misdiagnosed as having major depressive disorder, often for several years — even after having experienced full-blown episodes of hypomania and...
mania – and that their recall of periods of hypomania is often poor. Developing detailed diagnostic assessments which take account of the symptom profile and course of depressive episodes, similar to the probabilistic approach suggested by Mitchell et al., could potentially identify young adults with depression who may be at high risk of bipolar disorder. This, in turn, could influence the choice of treatment used; for example, perhaps towards more cautious and judicious use of antidepressants and a greater use of psychoeducational approaches, other psychological treatments or even mood stabilisers. It may also be important for advising women about risks of severe episodes of mood disorder in relation to the postpartum period, given the particularly high risk of severe postpartum episodes in women with bipolar disorder.16

Implications for research

Mitchell and colleagues rightly suggest that the use of categorical DSM definitions of major depressive disorder and bipolar disorder in large genetic studies may have made it difficult to find susceptibility genes because a proportion of major depressive disorder cases in these studies carry genetic predispositions for bipolar disorder. The careful use of detailed dimensional measures of symptom clusters across traditional (DSM) diagnostic boundaries could help in identifying genetic risk factors for a range of mental disorders.

Mood disorder research should, in our view, not be overly constrained by the need (of funders and journals) to study populations of patients diagnosed according to DSM criteria but should explore the potential utility of dimensional approaches. 17 This strategy could usefully be applied in the fields of neuro-imaging, neuroendocrinology and in medication treatment trials. Taking treatment trials as an example, it is interesting to speculate that many previous trials of antidepressants for major depression may have been compromised because they included patients with major depressive disorder with subdiagnostic (but clinically important) features of bipolar disorder. We now know, for example, that there is considerable uncertainty about the usefulness of antidepressants in treating bipolar depression.18 Mitchell and colleagues suggest that identifying bipolarity in patients with major depressive disorder will be helpful for future genetic studies but identifying these patients might also be useful in the assessment of new treatments for depression (both pharmacological and psychological) by helping to define more homogeneous groups.

The need for a more critical approach to diagnosing depression

Concepts of depression have changed over the years and it has become clear that the cross-sectional ‘tick-list’ approach of DSM has a number of limitations, not least a danger of pathologising normal sadness and overdiagnosing mental disorder.19 This descriptive operational approach has been an important phase in the development of psychiatry that has allowed greatly improved reliability and been practically useful in many ways. However, the lack of theoretical underpinning and consequent arbitrariness of many definitions has meant the use of diagnoses that have unknown and largely untested validity. The drive for reliability has meant that some subtle, but potentially important, clinical features are often not considered. For example, the quality of depressed mood has been recognised for hundreds of years as indicative of pathological, severe depression but is difficult to measure reliably, particularly for someone without substantial clinical experience.20 It does not appear in diagnostic guidelines but is an important clinical feature. Researchers have a responsibility to develop and critically evaluate approaches to diagnosing a clinically meaningful syndrome of depression which most clinicians will recognise from their everyday work as something that is highly morbid (even life-threatening) and, usually, in need of treatment. Beyond this, we may need to acknowledge that depression, at least as defined by DSM, is a diagnostic concept that may be so heterogeneous as to be of limited value in both research and much of clinical practice.17

Can clinical practice and research really continue to be best served by persisting with basing our diagnoses on tick-list-defined cross-sectional categories? A classification based on an understanding of pathogenesis still lies some years in the future. It is not yet possible to know how many distinct disorders it might be useful to recognise or whether major mood disorders are better conceptualised as a continuum or as a set of overlapping pathological processes. We must encourage the careful measurement and reappraisal of psychopathology including using dimensional measures of key domains of psychopathology which can sit alongside the use of categories.21,22 Now, and as scientific understanding advances, there is a need for psychiatrists to use their clinical skills to ensure patients benefit from a thorough diagnostic assessment and formulation that can allow the delivery of optimal, evidence-based therapeutic interventions.23
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Kimitake Hiraoka was born in Tokyo in January 1925. As Yukio Mishima, the pen name he used from the age of 16, when his first work was published, he became, and still remains, the best known Japanese author in the West and worldwide. He was a prolific writer to his time of his death in 1970, at the age of 45. He produced books, poetry, plays and short stories. He wrote with great scope and sensitivity, and a disturbing frankness and honesty about himself, revealing for instance, many aspects of his personality and sexuality in Confessions of a Mask. He was at one time thought to be a future winner of the Nobel Prize for literature. He became a film star. Yet he was a man of contradictions and contrasts.

Mishima was born into a good family. His paternal grandfather had been a provincial governor and his grandmother was descended from Samurai. It was this grandmother who, soon after his birth, removed her grandson from his mother, insisting that he remain always with her, despite her own failing health and throughout her terminal illness, her life being more that of a girl than a boy. Mishima was frail and suffered his own serious illness in childhood. No underlying cause was identified. Later he would take up physical pursuits, in particular body building, at a time when it was not fashionable. He was quiet and obedient in early years and experienced difficulty in social settings as a young man. In adulthood he was often gregarious, lively and good humoured. He was self-conscious and narcissistic but could also be brooding and paranoid. He had a life-long fear of being poisoned. And yet he had a flow of great energy. And he operated a policy of total openness meaning that he and his work are there for all still to see.

From a young age Mishima became aware of death and was griped by it. He read about it and indulged in fantasies around it, imbuing it with a sense of excitement, beauty and nobility. He came to be almost obsessed with the end of his own life. But he lived through the chaos of the Second World War and witnessed the bombing of Tokyo, describing later how he feared symptoms at an army medical to avoid military service. He was homosexual but married and made a family life. He was capable of espousing non-Japanese ways and values, building a large Western-style house in the capital and travelling extensively. Yet he remained fiercely aware of his country's heritage and what he considered it's hidden, darker, core. After a brilliant school career, Mishima dutifully commenced work in government service, though he continued to write and seek out the company of other writers and intellectuals, and seems to have been restless in his pursuit of fame. But he was hugely disciplined. And he became convinced that Japan was in some way cursed and needed to restore its position as a country and in the world. He formed a private army. He aspired to the old way of literature and the sword. He completed the tetralogy, The Sea of Fertility, immediately before his death.

Martin Humphreys is senior lecturer in forensic psychiatry at the University of Birmingham and Henry Scott Stokes is an author, journalist and biographer of Yukio Mishima.
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